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Abstract
Reuse is believed to be critical when software must be developed within an acceptable time frame. A major
problem of reuse, however, is the possible representational bias the reuse of design artifacts may create in the
development of the overall system design strategies. One way to address this issue is to develop system design
strategies from the analysis phase by reusing artifacts of domain knowledge. Domain analysis research has
proposed the use of artifacts such as objectives, processes, actions and higher-level data objects to define system
requirements from business processes. The question then is:  How can one take advantage of reusable objects
from the domain analysis and design phases to configure software components that meet business requirements?
This research builds on earlier work in the domain analysis area in deriving system requirements, but combines
these requirements with available software object repositories to arrive at software components for program
design. This process is illustrated through a tool called Systems Analysis and Design Assistant (SADA), which
is applied to a sales order processing application.  SADA is implemented in Jess (The Java Expert System
Shell).
1. INTRODUCTION
Software productivity has steadily increased over the past 30 years, but the gains have not been sufficient to close the gap between
demands placed on the software industry and what the state of the art can deliver (Gibbs 1994). Reuse has been an issue of
significant interest because it is believed to be the only reasonable way for software development to take place within a reasonable
time period (Krueger 1992; Mili, Mili and Mili 1995).  Reuse involves the generation of new designs by combining high level
specifications and components (Setliff, Cain and Kant 1993) with many artifacts for potential reuse having been identified
(Krueger 1992).  Tools and techniques are also being developed to provide support for reuse-based software design (Nierstrasz
and Meijler 1995; Purao and Storey 1997). 
Work related to capturing business knowledge, specifically knowledge related to business processes, has moved reuse research
from concrete artifacts such as data objects and pseudo code to more abstract types of knowledge such as objectives, business
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processes, etc.  In many ways, the evolution of reuse from simple programming artifacts to business objects has been similar to
the evolution of structured systems development process, where the “structuring process” has moved from programming constructs
to design constructs to analysis techniques such as data flow diagrams.  While this approach of moving from concrete procedures
to abstract processes is acceptable from a learning point of view, a similar approach for reuse may bias an individual designer into
committing to a design strategy too early in the development phase.  For example, the availability of reusable code for a certain
function in an object or procedural code may bias the designer to developing the entire system using the appropriate object/process
modeling approach, even though such a decision may be better off deferred until the entire problem is defined.
Cognitive limitations compel us to develop strategies and heuristics when we must deal with large quantities of information.
Readily available concrete artifacts, hence, can have a disproportionate influence on human judgement by premature anchoring
and adjustment (Hogarth 1980).  Such a premature anchoring creates a representational bias in the modeling of the system, thus
precluding a broader investigation of alternatives during the analysis phase. Typically, the representational bias occurs when the
means to acquire information indirectly influences our ability to extract information.  The literature abounds with references to
problems related to the “representational mismatch” (Buchanan et al.  1983) and expert systems research has, for this reason, tried
to separate the acquisition of knowledge from extraction (Agarwal and Tanniru 1991). In the case of systems development, the
knowledge extraction phase (understanding process requirements) in the analysis phase should not be closely tied to any specific
implementation or reusable artifacts available for such an implementation.
Domain analysis research has provided many ways to capture business domain knowledge at a higher level of abstraction
(objectives, processes, actions, etc.), so that artifacts defined at this level can be used to define process requirements (Meekel et
al. 1997; Prieto-Diaz 1991). The artifacts and their associated information for such reuse include processes (specifications, sequence
and structure), data (attributes, relationships and structure), and entities (events, agents, and objects) (Chan and Lammers 1998;
Sugumaran and Bose 1995; Tracz 1994). One particular approach calls for a hierarchical decomposition of process knowledge from
business objectives to higher-level data objects through processes, and actions (Sugumaran, Tanniru and Storey 1999).
The question addressed in this research is:  How can we effectively reuse artifacts for both the analysis and design phases of
systems development?  In this paper, we propose a methodology for reusing domain knowledge artifacts for systems analysis and
detailed object/code artifacts for systems development.  The methodology begins with the identification of process and higher-
level object components to meet a set of business requirements, and maps these to reusable data attribute/method components to
arrive at a set of specific software design components. 
This paper is divided into five sections.  Section 2 provides an overview of the methodology and discusses the initial framework
used for domain knowledge reuse.  This framework is then extended for component reuse from a process perspective.  Section 3
discusses the implementation of the methodology, which is done in Jess (Java programming with embedded expert systems
technology).  In section 4, results from testing the methodology are presented. Section 5 summarizes and concludes the paper,
offering suggestions for future research.
2. A METHODOLOGY FOR REUSE
This section presents our methodology for reusing artifacts for the analysis and design phases of systems development.  An
overview of the methodology is shown in Figure 1.  It is comprised of the following four major steps:
1. Derive actions and objects from the Domain Model Knowledge Base.
2. Retrieve the corresponding implemented objects from the Object Repository.
3. Select the appropriate attributes and methods for the objects based on the new system requirements and perform
consistency checking.
4. Customize and reconcile the objects for the new system design.
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Figure 1.  Methodology for Reuse in Analysis and Design Stages
2.1 Step 1:  Derive Actions and Objects
Prior research has developed a framework for capturing and representing the domain knowledge that is used during the analysis
phase of information systems development (Khambekar et al. 1996; Sugumaran, Tanniru and Storey 1999).  This framework is
shown in Figure 2.  This framework links the domain objectives with the business processes and the business processes with more
detailed actions/data objects so that one can navigate through the business system top-down (from the domain level) or middle-out
(from the process level).
In this research, we will assume that the domain model proposed in Figure 1 is used as a starting point for more detailed design
using “reusable” software components.  In many ways, Step 1 provides information on domain objectives, processes, actions and
objects, which is analogous to the procedure typically carried out in the analysis phase.  In other words, this step allows the user
to identify “conceptual” objects for the new system by starting with the high level objectives and processes and navigating the
domain model framework in order to derive the necessary actions and objects.  See the adaptation of the domain model framework
in Figure 2 for our research here; an operationalization of this for “sales domain” is shown in Figure 3.  Here, six sales domain
objectives are hierarchically related to several business processes and actions.  While there is no overlap among the actions, the
data objects associated with each business process have an overlapping impact on other business processes. 
2.2 Step 2:  Retrieve Objects from Object Repository
The objective now is to move from this discrete set of actions/objects identified in Step 1 to a specific set of procedures/methods
that tie these objects together to perform these actions. For example, if the domain analysis selects a process called “process
order,” it can lead to the identification of data objects such as “order” and “customer,” along with actions such as “enter order,”
“validate order,” “check inventory,” etc.  These objects must be defined in more detail so they can be appropriately tied together
to implement, for example, the process: process order.
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Figure 2.  A Framework for Domain Model
Instead of designing these objects from scratch, the analyst can reuse already implemented versions of these objects if they exist
in a repository.  Considerable research is under way in component based software development (Pree 1997; Smaragdakis and
Batory 1998), and many organizations are investing heavily in creating reusable software component repositories.  Several
component models such as JavaBeans (Sun Microsystems) and ActiveX/COM (Microsoft) are beginning to gain acceptance
(Spitzer 1997; Vayda 1999).  Assuming that such an object repository exists, Step 2 of our methodology focuses on retrieving
the relevant objects from this repository.  This step consists of the following two substeps:
(2.1) Identify relevant/comparable objects in the object repository.
(2.2) Retrieve and transform these objects into a suitable representation so that they can be configured.
2.3 Step 3:  Attribute and Method Selection and Consistency Checking
Conventional programming and design methodologies that move to design from analysis suggest that we derive the specifications
for each action and combine the data requirements for these actions in some logical order (such as control flow data).  After this
data has been extracted, the system can be designed using either a process or an object model.  In the case of a process model,
we may derive the database model and appropriate procedural code that interacts with this database to generate the needed output.
If it is an object model, various attributes associated with the “conceptual” objects are identified and associated methods identified
to perform various actions.
However, such a top-down approach has a major disadvantage in that it doesn’t fully utilize some of the repositories that are
already available on some of the data objects.  For example, many environments already provide various attributes, such as order
date, customer name, order value, etc., for ORDER object.  Some of these attributes and any associated methods in the design of
the system should be reused.  So, the question is, how to reuse some of the “object” repositories to meet the actions identified in
the analysis phase.  This leads to the following four sub-steps in Step 3 of our methodology:
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Domain: Sales
Objectives: 1. Define potential market segments 2. Analyze sales prospects
3. Bid on large customer requests 4. Make the sale
5. Follow-up on sales 6. Analyze performance
Processes/Actions Data Objects
1 Define potential market segments
Determine product share in different markets Product
Analyze competition Competitor
Analyze economic conditions Market Indicators
Develop product targets for each product
2 Analyze sales prospects
Identify potential sales prospects Prospects
Obtain mailing lists
Gather information on customer prospects
Short-list prospects
Sell to prospects Products
Make appointments Prospects
Follow-up appointments
Show product line
Follow-up prospects
Analyze prospect feedback Prospect Survey
3 Bid on large customer projects
Obtain request for proposals RFP
Evaluate bid strategies Bid
Meet customers to get clarification on bids Customer
Prepare bid proposals,     if considered feasible Product
Analyze bid response
4 Make the sales
Process order information Sales Person
Enter sales order Order
Follow-up orders Customer
Cancel sales order Product
Hold sales order
Close sales order
Process return information
Follow-up customer returns Returns; Invoice
5 Follow up on sales
Maintain customer information Customer
Record customer details
Analyze customer feedback Customer
Obtain customer feedback Returns
Analyze product returns Customer Survey
Analyze customer service
Provide feedback to manufacturing
6 Analyze performance
Analyze customers Customer
Analyze sales cycle Service object
Analyze performance
Analyze profits Product
Analyze productivity Invoice
Assess commission to salesperson Sales person
Analyze lead source
Figure 3.  Sales Domain Model
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(3.1) Select all attributes that are identified by the analyst as necessary to support various actions identified during the
analysis phase.  The access and update methods for all the selected attributes will be automatically included in the
target system.
(3.2) In addition, other methods unique to the conceptual objects identified in the analysis phase are also presented to the
analyst to review and to select those methods that are considered relevant to implementing the actions.  This should
yield the attributes and methods that are needed to implement the actions described in the analysis phase.  We will
refer to these as “actual” or “implementable” objects.
(3.3) Configure one or more of these “actual” objects based on the user requirements.
(3.4) Perform consistency checking.
Figure 4 illustrates three such objects: Customer, Product and Order, along with various methods associated with them.  The
analyst may identify some of the attributes and methods that are needed to support the actions identified in the domain model.
Based on the attribute and method selections, the actual objects are configured by eliminating the unnecessary attributes and
methods that have been included and “repackaging” these objects.
While this configuration appears to meet the user requirements, several consistency checks need to be performed before the code
associated with the “actual” objects can be implemented.  In many programming environments, some methods call other methods
(just as some programs call other programs) and some attributes stored in the repository may have to be customized to reflect the
conventions used in the specific problem domain.  Thus, the last sub-step in step three of the approach calls for some consistency
checking.  In the implementation prototype, many of these are done automatically using knowledge based technology.  The
following are some of the types of consistency checking performed during this step:
• Process-Action consistency
• Action-Method consistency
• Method-Attribute consistency
• Conceptual Object-Actual Object consistency
• Consistency within actions, methods, objects, etc.
In the sales domain example discussed here, suppose the designer chooses an <object, attribute> pair (e.g., <order, order credit
status>), then the system checks to make sure it has also chosen the prerequisite pair (<customer, credit limit>), because the
method that evaluates “order credit status” requires “customer credit limit.”  Of course, a firm can choose to customize this method
by altering the computation of “order credit status” and remove such dependencies.  Similarly, the <order, quantity backordered>
pair requires the <product, quantity backordered> pair.
The system also checks for method/attribute dependencies depending on how each method completes the task.  For example,
choosing the method “review customer credit” makes the system check for attributes “credit limit” and “credit history” and “review
discount status” calls for attributes “credit history” and “average sales volume.”  As discussed earlier, the analyst can remove some
of these dependencies through customization. 
2.4 Step 4:  Object Customization
While Step 3 of our methodology yields a consistent set of “actual” objects for the new system, there may still be a need for further
refinement of these objects to accommodate specific requirements and business rules.  Step 4 of the methodology involves
customization of “actual” objects to reflect the terminology, needs, standards, and business constraints of the firm at hand.  For
example, a firm may want to refer to the attribute “product number” as “item#” or “product name” as “product label,” etc.  The
analyst may also modify the pre- and post-conditions of different methods, as well as customize one or more methods to reflect
the standard operating procedures of that particular firm.  For example, the “analyze lost sales” method of ORDER object could
be triggered at different times by modifying the pre-conditions for this method.  In addition, this method may also be re-
implemented to reflect the technique/heuristics that the firm uses to analyze lost sales depending on safety stock levels.  The
analyst may also add new methods to the object; however, it is the responsibility of the analyst to ensure that the new methods
are consistent with the remaining attributes and methods.
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Customer Object
Attributes Methods JavaBeans Implementation
Name
Billing address
Credit limit
Credit history
Customer type
Contact information
Average sales volume
Last transaction date
Discount status
Access methods
Update methods
Review customer credit
Review discount status
]
]
//Customer Class - with Bound property
import java.beans.*;
import java.util.*:
public class Customer extends Object {
//instance variables
  protected String name;
  protected String address;
  protected float credit_limit;
] ] ] //additional instance variables
//constructor
Product Object
Attributes Methods JavaBeans Implementation
Product Number
Product Name
Description
Technical specification
Warehouse location
Qty in stock
Qty on order
Qty back ordered
Reorder point
Reorder quantity
List price
Bid price
Standard cost
Product line
Access methods
Update methods
Review bid price
Review reorder point
Review safety stock
Review reorder quantity
Analyze back orders
]
]
//Customer Product - with Bound property
import java.beans.*;
import java.util.*:
public class Product extends Object {
//instance variables
  protected int product_number;
  protected String product_name;
  protected String description;
] ] ] //additional instance variables
  PropertyChangeSupport changeSupport;
//constructor
  public Product() {
    changeSupport = new PropertyChangeSupport(this);
  }
//Property Change Listener Support Methods
  public synchronized void addPropertyChangeListener (Prope
Order Object
Attributes Methods JavaBeans Implementation
Order No.
Order date
Qty ordered
Qty backordered
Expected delivery date
Qty not filled
Order value
Order status
Order credit status
Customer name
Sales person name
Shipping address
Distribution location
Special promotion details
Delivery dates
Access methods
Update methods
Analyze lost sales
Analyze promotional cost
effectiveness
Analyze order cycle time
]
]
//Customer Order - with Bound property
import java.beans.*; import java.util.*:
public class Order extends Object {
  protected int order_number;   //instance variables
] ] ] //additional instance variables
  PropertyChangeSupport changeSupport;
//constructor
  public Order() {
    changeSupport = new PropertyChangeSupport(this);
  }
//   ** Property Change Listener Support Methods **
// bean properties
   public void setOrder_number ( int new_ord_num) {
         order_number = new_ord-num; }
   public int getOrder_number () {
         return order_number;  }
  public analyze_lost_sales () {
         int temp = this.getQtynotfilled();
Figure 4.  Sample Objects from Object Repository
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In Step 4 of the methodology, the analyst may perform one or more of the following sub-steps:
(4.1) Modify attribute and method names.
(4.2) Modify pre- and post-conditions of methods.
(4.3) Modify the implementation of methods.
(4.4) Add new methods.
Next section discusses the use of a prototype to operationalize this methodology.
3. PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION
A prototype of the SADA system has been developed to demonstrate the feasibility of the methodology. This section discusses
SADA’s implementation and architecture and illustrates how it works via a sample design session.
3.1 Implementation
SADA has been implemented using Jess, an expert system shell written in Java (Friedman-Hill 1999).  Jess was chosen for the
implementation for several reasons: 
• The methodology could be expressed as a set of production rules, which could easily be translated into the Jess language.
• Since Jess is written in Java, a web-based version of the system can easily be created.
• The architecture of Jess is flexible and extendable, so user defined functions can be easily integrated.
• The object repository has been created using the JavaBeans component architecture.  Jess has the capability to interface
with this repository to retrieve and customize objects based upon the user requirements.
3.2 Architecture
The architecture of the SADA system is shown in Figure 5. A systems analyst interacts with SADA to select an appropriate set
of concepts from the system’s domain model and to assist in the resolution of conflicts.  The components of SADA are briefly
described below.
• System Requirements:  The system requirements are  the functionalities that are desired in the new system.  These are mapped
onto the domain model from which an appropriate set of objectives, processes, actions and objects are selected.
• Rule base:  The rule base consists of two sets of rules. The retrieval rules (1) enable SADA to locate and retrieve domain
model artifacts from the domain model repository and (2) select relevant components from the object repository and transform
them into a format that is usable by the system.  This is done so that the designer is not restricted to representing the
requirements in any particular form.  The consistency checking rules check for inconsistencies within attributes, within
methods, and across attributes and methods. 
• Fact base:  The fact base contains the domain model artifacts expressed as Jess facts.  A fact consists of one or more fields
enclosed in matching left and right parenthesis.  Facts may be ordered or unordered.  Ordered facts are merely lists whose
head must be an atom.  Unordered facts are structured and contain a definite set of slots, which must be accessed by their
name.
• Object base:  The object base stores the objects retrieved from the object repository.
• Domain Model Repository:  This repository is external to SADA.  It contains artifacts of the domain model (shown in
Figure 1) such as objectives, processes, actions, objects, etc.  The domain analyst can work independently to develop the
domain model.
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Systems Analysis and Design Assistant (SADA)
Object
Repository
Rule Base
     Component Retrieval Rules
     Consistency Checking Rules
Fact Base Object Base
New System
Components
New System
Requirements
User
Interface
Domain Model
Repository
Assembled System
Repository
Figure 5.  Architecture of Systems Analysis and Design Assistant (SADA)
• Object Repository:  The object repository contains implementations of objects using the JavaBeans component architecture.
For example, parts of JavaBeans for Customer, Product, and Order from the Sales domain are shown in Figure 4.
• Assembled System Repository:  As new system designs are generated, they are stored in this repository by name and domain.
3.3 Sample Session
The session begins with the user given five options as shown in Figure 6 (SADA Initial Panel).  The browse domain model option
allows the user to view the existing domain models to determine if the system has a domain model that is applicable to the user’s
application.  The user can also navigate through the domain models to gain an understanding of the components of the domain
model.  The user can then opt to specify the requirements for the new system.  After this, the user can assemble and configure the
new system.
When specifying requirements for a new system, first the user is shown a high level set of objectives and he/she can select the
appropriate ones for the new system, as shown in Figure 6 (Objectives Elicitation Panel).  Once the user selects the required
objectives (indicated with a check mark), the system then provides the set of high level processes associated with the chosen
objectives in the “Process Panel” (shown in Figure 7).  From this set, the user can delete some of the processes that may not be
needed in the new system.  An important part of this step is the consistency checking between the various processes that can be
selected or deleted.  For example, when the user attempts to delete the “Sell to Prospects” process from the new system, SADA
prevents this because the “Analyze Prospect Feedback” process requires it and an alert message to that effect is displayed, as
shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 6.  SADA Initial Objectives Panel
Similarly, when the user attempts to select a process for the new system, SADA includes the required processes if they have not
already been selected.  For example, if the user selects the “Analyze Bid Responses” process, SADA will automatically include
the “Prepare and Submit Bids” process, because it is required by the former.
Once the user selects the objectives and processes necessary for the new system, they can be assembled by clicking on the
“Assemble New System” button in the “SADA Initial Panel” (Figure 6).  After eliciting a name for the new system, SADA
determines the actions to be included in the new system.  Based on these actions, SADA then retrieves the necessary objects from
the object repository and assembles the new system by including a consistent set of objectives, processes, actions, and objects.
After assembling the new system, SADA displays a message to that effect and allows the user to view the new system artifacts.
The user can view the objectives and processes (“New System Process Hierarchy Panel” in Figure 8), actions and objects included
in the new system by clicking on the appropriate button in the “View Components Panel,” as shown in Figure 8.  The user can
also store this new system template in the “Assembled System Repository” by its name and domain for future use.
After the new system is assembled, the user can configure it by clicking on the “Configure New System” button in the “SADA
Initial Panel” (Figure 6).  Currently, SADA supports customizing the objects included in the new system by deleting unwanted
attributes and methods based on the requirements for the new system.  The user can configure the system that has been assembled
in the current session or chose another system that was assembled in a previous session and stored in the “Assembled System
Repository.”  Before starting the configuration process, SADA presents the objects that have been included in that system
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(Figure 9), and the user can customize one or more of these objects.  The user can customize an object by starting with its
attributes first and then its methods by clicking on the “Configure Attributes” button shown in the “Current System Objects Panel”
in Figure 9.
Figure 7.  Dependency Checking during Process Selection/Deletion
When the user chooses to customize an object through its attributes, SADA presents all of the attributes that are part of that object
and the user can remove those attributes that are not needed.  For example, the attributes of the Order object are shown in Figure
10 with a checkbox and an explanation button (button with a question mark) next to the attribute names.  The user can delete an
attribute by clicking on its checkbox.  The user can also get a brief explanation about the purpose and use of an attribute by
clicking on its explanation button.  After deleting the superfluous attributes, the user can then configure its methods by clicking
on the “Configure its Methods” button shown in Figure 10.
SADA automatically removes the access and update methods for attributes that are deleted from the new system.  For the object
being currently configured, SADA then presents the names of its remaining methods with a checkbox and an explanation button
(button with question mark) in a panel, as shown in Figure 11.  The user can delete the methods that are not required in the new
system by clicking on the corresponding checkbox.  As before, the user can get a brief explanation of the purpose of the method
as well as its pre- and post-conditions by clicking on its explanation button.  After deleting the unnecessary methods, the user can
configure another object or perform consistency checking.
When the user clicks on the “Consistency Checking” button in Figure 11, SADA starts the consistency checking phase in which
it performs intra-object as well as inter-object consistency checking.  The intra-object consistency checking involves enforcing
the attribute-to-attribute, method-to-method, method-to-attribute and attribute-to-method dependencies within an object.  In other
words, SADA will ensure that all the dependent attributes and methods within that object are included in the new system.  The
inter-object consistency checking involves enforcing the above mentioned dependencies between objects.  For example, a method
in one object may require a method in another object, and it has to be included in the new system if currently not selected.  During
consistency checking, SADA informs the user of the start and completion of each type of consistency checking (shown in
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Figure 12) and also generates a report.  At the end of this phase, the user can view the configured objects for the new system, view
or print the consistency checking report.  The report contains the objectives, processes, actions and objects included in the new
system, and highlights those processes, actions, objects, attributes and methods that were automatically included to make the new
system consistent.  The user can store this system configuration for further refinement and use in the system design phase.
Figure 8.  Assembling and Viewing the Artifacts of “New-Sales” System
4. VALIDATION
In order to test the feasibility of the approach, four subjects were asked to play the role of systems analyst while using the system.
One was a Professor of Information Systems, another a Ph.D. student in Information Systems, and two Systems Analysts with six
and 10 years experience. 
Each of the subjects was assigned a specific task (for example, customer support) to evaluate how well the system works in
supporting the different aspects of the sales domain.  The subjects were instructed to consider typical user requirements for their
assigned task.  They were then asked to interact with the system, as outlined in the sample session section.  During the session,
the subjects were asked to provide feedback on the completeness of the artifacts contained in the domain model and the object
repository.  Specifically, they were asked to identify those artifacts suggested by the system that they agreed or disagreed with,
as well as missing artifacts.  They were also asked to comment on the ease of use of SADA’s interface and their impression of
how well SADA would assist them in systems design.
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Figure 9.  Configuring the “New-Sales” System
The results from the system validation are shown in Table 1.  For each user, the table shows how many of each artifact type the
user agreed or  disagreed with and the number of missing artifacts.  In the four sessions, out of a total of 425 artifacts suggested
by the system, the users agreed with 93.7% of them as relevant to the specific tasks they were focusing on.  Of the suggested
artifacts, 6.3% were deemed superfluous and the users also identified 8.0% additional artifacts.
As a result of this testing, a few artifacts were added as well as modified.  For example, factors such as inflation rate, and
unemployment rate were added to the analyzing economic condition process.  Some of the dependencies between actions and
objects were updated.  A few additional methods (e.g., just-in-time inventory management for product object) were also added
to certain objects. 
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Figure 10.  Configuring Attributes for Order Object in “New-Sales” System
Overall, 92.1% of the total number of artifacts desired in the new system were provided by SADA.  It was, of course, more diffi-
cult for the users to identify artifacts that were missing than to evaluate existing artifacts.  In terms of the face validity, users agreed
that the system interface was intuitive and easy to use and that the system would be helpful in the design phase.  In particular, the
real world analysts who used the system stated that the tool would serve as a useful assistant to analysts in systems design.
5. DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS
One of the major objectives of this research is to provide this knowledge base to reduce representational bias during the systems
development process.  By separating the domain model and component repository and having each of these knowledge bases
derived from different experts (the former from domain experts and the latter from systems developers), we reduce some of the
representational bias.  We recognize that such bias cannot be completely eliminated, since the selection process indirectly moves
the user to the bias that may be embedded in the knowledge base of the domain model and/or component repositories.  However,
this is true of any knowledge-based support system that is intended to provide collective knowledge of many experts gathered over
a period of time.  Since the system provides for some type of customization, the user can interact with selected components of the
existing knowledge base and customize them to meet specific requirements.  Our current implementation does not provide for such
customization, even though that is our next logical step. 
SADA requires that the domain model repository be populated using the framework discussed in (Sugumaran, Tanniru and Storey
1999).  The object repository, however, could be populated by identifying generic, reusable “chunks” of code at the completion
of each software development project and molding them into components using a well defined interface.  Independent of how the
knowledge is acquired, it must be validated frequently to ensure that it remains current.  The prototype discussed in this paper was
validated by a few users; a complete validation is currently planned.  Note that it is conceivable that the domain knowledge and
object repositories may be validated by different groups of users—the former by the domain experts and the later by system
developers.
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Figure 11.  Configuring Methods for Order Object in the “New-Sales” System
In the current implementation of SADA, the object repository contains common objects found in the Sales domain.  These objects
have been created using the JavaBeans component model and exhibit predictable behavior with a well defined object interface.
While SADA assumes that such an object repository exists, it is not limited to handling only a JavaBeans based repository.  The
only requirement that SADA has is that the object repository be populated with components that have a well defined interface and
assure predictable behavior.  In the extreme case, the object repository may contain legacy code with appropriate “wrapper”
objects that provide the necessary interface. While SADA assumes that the objects in the repository meet certain standards,
certifying these objects for quality is beyond the scope of this paper.
6. CONCLUSIONS
A methodology for reusing analysis and design artifacts has been developed and implemented in a system called SADA.  The
system consists of a domain model knowledge base and an object repository.  From a set of new system requirements, attributes
and methods are selected and then an object configuration procedure carried out.  A number of rules for consistency checking have
been developed and incorporated into the methodology.  The final result is a new system design, which is stored in a library.  The
current implementation of SADA supports only repackaging of objects; however, the next version will include object
customization.  Future research includes additional validation of the approach on specific performance measures such as “time
for developing executable objects” and “interoperability” of these objects.  The knowledge support provided by SADA will be
enhanced to not only point out inconsistencies, but also to provide guidance on how to resolve them.  In addition, learning
mechanisms will be developed to enable the knowledge base of SADA to grow over time, based on additional artifacts identified
by users.
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Figure 12.  Consistency Checking for the “New-Sales” System
Table 1.  Results of SADA Evaluation
Domain
Artifacts
User 1 User 2 User 3 User 4
Agreed Dis-
agreed
Missing Agreed Dis-
agreed
Missing Agreed Dis-
agreed
Missing Agreed Dis-
agreed
Missing
Overall
   Function Customer Support Market Analysis for Product Sales Performance Bidding Customer Projects
Objectives 2 2 0 2 2 0 2 2 0 1 0 1
Processes 2 1 0 7 0 1 5 5 0 5 0 1
Actions 5 2 2 23 1 5 13 1 1 12 1 2
Objects 8 0 0 7 0 2 6 0 0 4 0 0
Attributes 31 3 2 35 0 4 30 0 2 38 2 2
Methods 45 3 0 42 0 5 37 0 2 36 2 2
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